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The concept of time is central to geological thought. The processes that shape the surface of the earth acts
over vast expenses of time - millions, or even billions of years. If we discount, for the moment, catastrophic
events such as earthquakes and landslides, the earth's surface seems relatively stable over the timescales we
can measure. Historical records do show the slow diversion of a rivers course, and the silting up of estuaries,
for example. But usually we would expect images taken a hundred years ago to show a landscape essentially
the same as today's.
But imagine time speeding up, so that a million years pass in a minute. In this time frame, we would soon
lose our concept of 'solid' earth, as we watch the restless surface change out of all recognition.

- Earth’s restless surface, Deirdre Janson-Smith, 1996
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Árbol De Piedra, Bolivia
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1. PRELUDE
When I was doing the interview for the masters program in Spatial Design at Konstfack two years ago, I
clearly remember getting the question; what does space mean to you? I was not prepared for that speci�c
question, but I remember myself answering with persuasion “space is everything that bounce against
something else, such as wind, temperature or time.” If that was the answer that got me admitted I will never
know, but what I do know today is that my personal notion of space still carry a clear character of bodily
experience.
There are appearances in nature that are physical illustrations of my idea of perfect spatial form, such as my
favorite rock ’Arbol de Piedra’ in Potosí in Bolivia (see previous page). When I look at that cli� I get a sense
for the space I share around it. However, my fascination not simply lies in the esoteric form of the cli�, but
in the way that rock material invisible interacts with it’s enfolded environment of acting wind pressure and
temperature changes over time.
Erosion is a great inspiration to me. It fascinates me, and while exploring it I do learn a lot about form and
space, and how they can play together as a whole.

43

1.1 Aims, Intentions & Questions
There is a suit within design that goes Function makes form.1 I �nd this philosophy interesting because if
function can make form it might be equally important to consider the reversed order; Form makes function.2
To be able to design possess both possibilities, and perhaps also responsibilities to in�uence people about
form and materials, two possibly important tools when it comes to generate critical re�ections about objects
and space.
Humans seems to be naturally attracted to forms she is familiar with, at least when it comes to the human
body and face. One biological explanation seems to be that lack of symmetry re�ects that the individual has
been exposed to environmental or developmental stress, which could be a sign of weak genes.3 When it
comes to objects on the other hand, evolutionary psychologists claims that familiar objects put less load on
the brain as they are easier for the brain to process, and the ease of processing gives us then a pleasant feeling
when encountering those objects.4 Human seem to have a fascination for the supernatural, but when it
comes to the unfamiliar, she tend to be in need of personalization and causation.5
So In order to be able to challenge form and function, and their relation to each other, I consider it
important to keep inventing and developing yet un-established design methods. One way of doing so could
be by studying processes in other �elds, such as image making in photography, or formation processes in
natural erosion through free experimentation.6

1

  ‘Function makes form’ is my rewriting of some of the modernist’s mantras. In the early 20th century the German architect Ludwig
Mies Van Der Rohe borrowed the dictum ‘Less is more’ from a poem by Robert Browning dated 1855. With this quote and in his
architecture he wanted to imply that “beauty could only arise through refusal of everything that was not strictly necessary (Pier
Vittorio Aureli, ‘Less is enough’ Strelka Press, 2014, p. 07) Another modernist architect that has been in�uential to the modernist
minimalism is Adolf Loos who coined ‘Ornament is crime’ in about the same time frame. Loos wrote in late 1920’s that “the
evolution of culture is synonymous with the removal of ornamentation from objects of everyday use”. Loos considered ornaments
uncivilised and compared to phenomenons as tattoos. He wrote “The urge to decorate one’s face and anything else within reach is
the origin of the �ne arts. It is the childish babble of painting. But all art is erotic” (Adolf Loos, ‘Ornamentation and Crime selected
essays’, Ariadne Pr; UK ed. Edition 1997, p. 167.
2

  ‘Form makes functions’ is my rewriting of what I see as my generation's criticism to the modernist’s opposed phrase.
Contemporary designers that might have been thinking in a similar direction could be designer Maarten Baas, with his clay chairs
that are “un-sittable”, or Nacho Carbonell’s sculptural forms that could be seen as a mixture between furniture and sculpture. It is
possible that these mentioned designers have other theories, but I may seem to read modern simcritic into at least some of the
mentioned designer’s work. To me they stand for a kind of ‘revival of the form’, that in return could generate functions.
3
  Lotta Fredholm, Så lockas vi, Forskning & Framsteg, 2003, https://fof.se/tidning/2003/4/artikel/sa-lockas-vi, read 15 January
2019
4

Raj Raghunathan, Familiarity breeds joyment, Psychology Today, 2012 jan 17,
https://www.psychologytoday.com/us/blog/sapient-nature/201201/familiarity-breeds-enjoyment, read 23 February 2019.

5

Sapolsky R, Behave: the biology of humans at our best and worst, Penguin Press 2017, p. 037

6

According to Form & Purpose by Moshe Safdie, “constant experimentation in the arts has created so much confusion about
standards that the only surviving measure of excellence is novelty and shock value which in a jaded time often resides in a work’s
sheer ugliness and banality” Houghton Mi�in Company 1982, p. 89. I agree that free experimentations has the power to confuse
standards, but rather than confusing I believe it to be challenging.

5

‘Quality’ is a constructed value that can mean high grade, superiority and excellence.7 All of those descriptions
are applicable to many properties, which in turn gives humanity the opportunity to develop the meaning of
quality but also to develop the practical implication of it.
Due to the fact that di�erent methods in production has a great impact of the meaning of ‘quality’ in it’s
products, I �nd it interesting to generate conversations about what sort of quality the late modern industrial
era will be able to a�ord when the climate changes are being more and more a�ected from industrial
production. As the design industry grows bigger and get more industrialized, I am worried that production
thrifts further and further away from the art of making and from the origin of the building materials used.
Human has become expert on directing materials by machines in the most e�cient and controlled ways. I
believe this skill to be an asset in many ways, but in this project I will argue and re�ect upon a theory that
there is more qualities in design than e�ectiveness and control.8
People have for centuries had a great access to materials that can enable all sorts of human designs. What
sometimes seem to be forgotten in modernity is that materials actually can, and sometimes perhaps should,
be able to express themselves.
Human ﬁnds comfort in nature, but creates comfort in the objects she design. There is an important
disparity between those approaches and I �nd it interesting to reason practically upon how materials and
resources are, and could be in other contexts, as capable to guide design processes as humans are. Planet
Earth, and it’s powerful erosion processes can act as one great example of this speculation.
Shutter Speed - Form, function and symbolism in furniture design, ﬁctive erosion and social expectations, is a
speculative project with a design critical approach that investigates in the borderland between furniture and
sculpture, fact and �ction, and the social expectations those encountering can generate.
In this project I am investigating in the ability to imitate one, or more erosional processes in a design method
for creating furniture9 -or maybe, furniture-like sculptures.10
My aim with this project is to practically explore these themes and encounterings through the questions:
- How can I challenge the modern industrial societies expectations of furniture -as in form, function
and quality?
- How to explore molding techniques inspired by Earth’s erosion processes that enables the involved
materials to guide the form rather than it’s desired function?
And I wonder;
- Can this found method then be one perspective into a sustainable approach to design by generating
questions and thoughts about Earth as the engine we live from and -with advantage, should know
more about?
7

Quality, Online Etymology Dictionary, 2010, https://www.dictionary.com/browse/quality, read 18 December 2018

8

A personal reading from a quote in Peter Zumthor, Thinking architecture by Peter Zumthor, “In order to design with a sensuous
feeling for life and humanity, one must think in a way that goes far beyond form and construction” Birkhauser 2010.
Furniture: “Things that are put into a house or other building to make it suitable and comfortable for living or working in”,
Cambridge Dictionary, https://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/furniture, read 21 November 2018.

9

Sculpture: “The art of forming solid objects that represent a thing, person, idea, etc. out of a material such as wood, clay, metal,
or stone”, Cambridge Dictionary, https://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/sculpture, read 21 November 2018
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1.2 Background
I did my Bachelor’s degree at the design program at HDK (School of arts and Craft) in Gothenburg,
combined with an exchange semester at the Interior Design program at Chelsea College of Art and Design
in London. After my graduation I started to work as an interior designer at a �rm in Stockholm, where I
learned about architecture and spatial design for four years before I applied and got enrolled at the Spatial
Design Master program at Konstfack 2017. My experience of working as an interior designer so far has made
me realize that it’s easy to loose connection to materiality and scale when creating, constructing and
planning from a computer-based practise which from my experience often is the case due to time and
economical pressure.
For this reason I have found it important during my master to �nd methods where I can combine playful,
explorative work with my hands with support from more controlled computer-based technology, instead of
the other way around. In order to develop my understanding for scale and materiality I have been working
with objects in the scale of furniture because I feel it has a human scale and besome easy to grasp.
In this project I am investigating in the ability to imitate one, or more erosional processes in a design method
for creating furniture -or maybe, furniture-like sculptures. Casting is a technique I have been working with
during my time as a student at Konstfack. It is a technique I appreciate before other techniques, such as
wood carpentry, because of its directness, or its quality of being plain and straightforward. Especially I work
with carving, which in comparison to modelling, o�ers an unlimited variety of materials from which to draw
inspiration. Because each material demands particular treatments this method o�ers a great possibility to
learn about form through materials and their properties, rather than using materials to generate a
predetermined expression, not caused by the material itself but the thinking mind.10
Sculptor Barbara Hepworth once wrote: “In fact, it would be possible to carve the same subject in a di�erent
material or with another technique endlessly throughout life, without one single repetition of form”.11 A
quote I agree with and which message I believe to be a value in form that distinguish those found in nature
or crafted by the human hand, from the ones produced mechanically. The non repetition character in form,
is also a character I believe to contribute to a more spatial quality in objects compared to those mechanically
produced that are completely symmetric12. If a person have to walk around an object to discover its complete
form, I believe this act to contribute to a spatial experience, caused by the object. It makes it interactive
rather than objective and in addition to a spatial value, an interactive object can also contribute to other
values such as learning and exploring of materials.

10

  My own words for describing the intellectual importance of craft. I believe it it to be a distinction between the ‘thinking mind’
and the ‘thinking body’.
11

Barbara Hepworth, taken from an extract from Barbara Hepworth's statement in the series 'Contemporary English Sculptors',
The Architectural Association Journal, London, vol. XLV, no. 518, April 1930, p. 384
12

One comparison to this argument could be the later considered design classic by Alvar Aalto ‘Stool 60’ which is symmetrical. You
do not need to move around the stool in order to understand the form of the object from every angle.

7

Me preparing for sand molding in the summer studio, 2018
Photo: Malin Östling
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2. THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK - REFERENCES
In order to navigate and to learn as much as possible during this project I have found support from many
talented -past time as contemporary colleagues, from di�erent �elds of innovation.
I will mention more of them during this essay but listed below are those I �nd having a speci�c relevance to
my work. I will present their practise -shortly, before the conclusion where I will sum up, and re�ect upon
each practitioners relevance to this project and then how they as a group, could seem to activate my research.

2.1 Philosophy
Étienne-Jules Marey
A French scientist, physiologist and chronophotographer born in 1830 in Beaune, Côte-d'Or. Died 1904 in
Paris.13 His work was signi�cant in the development of the branch of medicine that deals with diseases and
abnormalities of the heart, physical instrumentation, aviation, cinematography and the science of laboratory
photography. Marey is widely considered to be a pioneer of photography and an in�uential pioneer of the
history of photography and cinema. He was also a pioneer in establishing a variety of graphical techniques
for the display and interpretation of quantitative data from physiological measurements.14
His very distinct and scienti�c approach of studying motion through photography has been a great
in�uence, not only to scienti�c development, but also to great artists such as the Surrealist Marcel Duchamp
and futurist artist Giacomo Balla.15 Étienne-Jules Marey is often considered an artist himself and his work is
repeatedly exhibited alongside other well established photographers at art foundations such as MoMa,
Museum of Modern Art in New York. Reading about the life work of Étienne-Jules Marey reminds me of
how important encounterings of di�erent �elds can be to innovation. To have a passion to explore one
certain technique and science could clearly be very fruitful to innovation and new knowledge in other �elds,
such as art.

Chronographer: “A person who wrote accounts of important or historical events”, Oxford Dictionary,
https://en.oxforddictionaries.com/de�nition/chronographer, read 08 December 2018

13

14

MoMA the Museum Of Modern Art, Étienne-Jules Marey, https://www.moma.org/artists/7838, read 17 January 2019

15
Allison Meier, The Scientist Who Shot His Photos with a Gun and Inspired Futurism,
Hyper allergic, May 2015, https://hyperallergic.com/197464/the-scientist-who-shot-his-photos-with-a-gun-and-inspired-futurism/,
read 25 December 2018
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Air movement
Photo: Étienne-Jules Marey, 1901
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http://pietmondriaan.com/2015/05/04/etienne-jules-marey/
downloaded August 29 2018

2.2 Aesthetics
Max Lamb
Contemporary furniture designer, born in England and graduated from London’s Royal College of Art
2006 . Max Lamb’s designs are often objects made in combination of traditional craft techniques and digital
methods. The expressions of his sculptural furniture is often simulated with art pieces, but are in fact
durable and functional for use as classic furniture.16 His stool ‘Pewter’, for example, has been created from
an old casting technique where metal is poured into sand. Lamb made the project located outdoors, at
beaches where he grew up and according to an article in New York Times Lamb describes how “he sees the
world as a working landscape where he can exploit raw materials to draw out their natural beauty”.17
For my own practise Max Lamb is a great inspiration mostly because of the artistic and, according to me,
material based expressions in his furniture. I admire his ability to make his furniture appear playful and
simple even though they still keep a great attraction and admiration. According the same interview as
mentioned above, Lamb never let form come before function: “He likes to work with simple materials that
last. Things need to be durable”.18 I nd it interesting to compare this statement to my own practise
philosophy of ‘functions follow form’ because even if my statement appear to be in opposition to Lamb’s, I
do agree with his passion for working with durable materials, and the importance of objects to last.
However, I claim that to let form come before function is not a disagreement to durability. In my practise
philosophy I would rather argue that the statement of letting form come before function has more to do
with challenging comfort and to prevent form to be too limited by functions.
In order to be able to challenge possibilities in form through exploring material I nd it necessary to turn
down the human adoration for function for a moment to let material and form for once be in charge of
function, instead of the other way around. To me ‘functions follow form’ is not a statement about making
non-functional objects. I mean, we all can see a lot of form in object generated by the 20st century modernist
philosophy ‘form follows function’.19 In my practise form and function are not antagonisms. I rather nd it
interesting to explore their hierarchies, and to explore what could happen to form when placed before
function.

16

Hem, Max Lamb, https://www.hem.com/collections/max-lamb, read 05 February 2019

17

Maura Egan, The Furniture Designer Max Lamb Is at Home with Honest Materials, New York Times, March 16, 2016,
https://www.nytimes.com/2016/03/16/t-magazine/design/max-lamb-furniture-design.html, read 21 November 2018

18

Maura Egan, The Furniture Designer Max Lamb Is at Home with Honest Materials, New York Times, March 16, 2016,
https://www.nytimes.com/2016/03/16/t-magazine/design/max-lamb-furniture-design.html, read 21 November 2018

19
One example of this could be the ‘Cantilever Chair’ by Mies Van Der Rohe. The functions in this furniture are so well
overwrought that the furniture as a whole could be considered to have an almost confusing, or ambiguous understanding. This is of
course a question of subjective interpretation but it could be interesting, in a further discussion about the hierarchies between form
and function, and how those notions are weighted.

11

Aluminum Thermal Spray Leibal, Max Lamb, 2015
Photo: Leo Lei
12

http://leibal.com/furniture/aluminum-thermal-spray/
downloaded May 23 2019

2.3 Criticism
Frederick Kiesler
Ukraine-born, American creator who throughout his career worked across di�erent mediums within the
�elds of design, architecture and art.20 He believed that “sculpture, painting and architecture should not be
used as wedges to split our experience of art and life; they are here to link, to correlate, to bind dream and
reality.”21
Kiesler spread ideas in the United States of the European avant-garde, in form of abstraction and
non-objective painting. He had a varying profession throughout his life practise and laboured as professor
both at the Columbia University’s School of Architecture and at the Juilliard School of music as a professor
of scenic design.
Frederick Kiesler’s longest-running project was the ‘Endless House’, an aim to design a dwelling private
house with a structure that was responsive to the requirements of its occupant’s spiritual and functional
needs. ‘Endless House’ was never build in full scale due to constructional issues but the concept behind his
project was, and remains highly in�uential within the �eld of design, art and architecture.22 Kiesler said ones
about his Endless house that “Form does not follow function. Function follows vision. Vision follows
reality.”23

20

Creator: “A person that brings something into existence”, Oxford Dictionary,
https://en.oxforddictionaries.com/de�nition/creator, read 07 November 2018
Dorothy Miller, 15 Americans, New York: The Museum of Modern Art, 1952,
http://moma.org/d/c/exhibition_catalogues/W1siZiIsIjMwMDE5MDIwMSJdLFsicCIsImVuY292ZXIiLCJ3d3cubW9tYS5vcmc
vY2FsZW5kYXIvZXhoaWJpdGlvbnMvMzI5NCIsImh0dHA6Ly9tb21hLm9yZy9jYWxlbmRhci9leGhpYml0aW9ucy8zMjk0P2x
vY2FsZT1kZSIsImkiXV0.pdf?sha=df855f7483de1329, read January 13 2018
21

22

Lily Goldberg, Frederick Kiesler, MoMA the Museum Of Modern Art, 2016, https://www.moma.org/artists/3091, read 07
January 2018

23

Frederick Kiesler, “Pseudo-Functionalism in Modern Architecture, Partisan Review, July 1949, p.738
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Frederick Kiesler, Endless House, Model, 1959
Photo: unknown

14

http://www.mynewsdesk.com/se/stiftelsen-tenstakonsthall/images/frederick-kiesler-modell-endless-houseinterioer-new-york-1959-c-2014-austrian-frederick-andlillian-kiesler-private-foundation-vienna-381019
downloaded April 18 2019

2.4 Conclusion
The above mentioned practitioners are people who -alongside with many others, in di�erent ways have been
activating this project in speci�c directions, and whose work somehow connects in the core of this project’s
intentions.
Some of Kiesler’s work, especially ‘Endless House’ speculates about the hierarchies between function and
form, which is a topic I �nd relevant to my practise and which also touch upon other important topics such
as the needs for cross borders in between the art �elds. The work of Frederick Kiesler imposes important
challenges to di�erent approaches to the design practise such as how form relates to function and how
function relates to vision.
The work of Max Lamb on the other hand activates this project in a more direct way regarding use and
communication of material experimentation. His work imposes that materials matter, which is a topic I �nd
inspiring in a aesthetic and educational way. The way Lamb seems to work with material in his objects
activates my research regarding scale and symbolism. By using everyday objects Lamb seems to be able to
challenge materiality in a highly modest way without losing personalisation from the user. Lamb has,
regarding me, a clever way to deal with the combination of art and furniture without making precious24
objects appearing exclusive.25 Max Lamb, as well as myself and Frederick Kiesler reason about form and
function, and even though Max Lamb perhaps seems to be less speculating, he do seem to have a clear
picture of the meaning of function.
The work of Max Lamb touches upon this project’s investigation by acting in the in between space of
furniture and sculpture. Unlike Kiesler though, Lamb seem to put the function -in form of usability and
durability, highly prioritized which is a statement I �nd challenging to my own practise in the way I �nd it
approving and opposing at the same time. May be that the statement of durability as function is a straight
respond to the modern industrial era’s urge to rethink about production and consumption, which should be
a highly important subject even for my own speculative practise.
Étienne-Jules Marey activates my research and practise by, as well as Kiesler and Lamb, act in between �elds.
What makes Marey’s work worth to mention in addition to the other practitioners though, is because of his
work’s focus on innovation. Kiesler was moving in between the �eld of art and architecture, similarly to
Lamb who might seem to work in the �eld between sculpture and furniture. Marey on the other hand was
moving in between science and art which apparently has been fruitful both in the evolution of science and
art. The ability to activate art through science triggers my own practise because it makes me see connections
between fact and �ction in a way that could be both poetic and educating at the same time.
As Marey uses photography to explore the movements in the human body, I wonder: is there also possible to
use fact about nature’s erosional processes in order to explore furniture design and it’s production
techniques in an educational but yet poetic way?

24

Precious: “Of great value because of being rare, expensive, or important”, Cambridge Dictionary,
https://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/precious, read 09 December 2018
25

Exclusive: “Expensive and only for people who are rich or of a high social class”, Cambridge Dictionary,
https://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/exclusive, read 09 December 2018
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3. FICTIVE EROSION
The concept of time is central to geological thought. The processes that shape the surface of the earth acts
over vast expenses of time - millions, or even billions of years. If we discount, for the moment, catastrophic
events such as earthquakes and landslides, the earth's surface seems relatively stable over the timescales we
can measure. Historical records do show the slow diversion of a rivers course, and the silting up of estuaries,
for example. But usually we we would expect images taken a hundred years ago to show a landscape
essentially the same as today’s.
But imagine time speeding up, so that a million years pass in a minute. In this timeframe, we would soon lose
our concept of ‘solid’ earth, as we watch the restless surface change out of all recognition.26
3.1. Methodology as tool
Every human created object or image could be seen as a sort of representation.27 This agreement will be
important in this chapter in order to be able to reason about how di�erent production techniques have an
essential meaning to the object or image produced. So, why then is it important to reason about this matter?
Well, if we also can agree that all produced objects and images are loaded with speci�c values -desired or
randomly attributed due to a production technique, we agree of the fact that values could be wielded, and so
become an important tool in a design process.
3.2 Erosion & Casting techniques
Erosion means “Abrasion and sculpting of rock and soil surfaces by forces such as running water or wind
through chemical or mechanical degradation of surface layer.”28 To study erosion as a form-generating
process could for several reasons be interesting as a support to both design methodology and
conceptualization of a subject. In this case the subject of production, chance and control in the design
process, and symbolism. Erosion in nature is, as described earlier, a processes that runs over great vasts of
time and which thereby could be complicated to copy into a modern design process. But to allow oneself to
imitate these processes could be interesting, not only for form making, but also as a comment to the global
changes caused by human. Time is essential in erosional processes, but so also in the modern society and it is
known that time has a direct link to quality in many aspects. As the title of this project indicates, my relation
to erosion is �ctional, which means I have given the method some space for translation in order to suit better
into a furniture design process. The theme of erosion should in this project rather be seen as the context and
a trigger to challenge a more established view upon form, function, production techniques and quality, than
science.
In this project I am investigating in the ability to imitate one, or more erosional processes in a design method
for creating furniture -or maybe, furniture-like sculptures. The science of erosion here serve as context, but it
has also given inspiration to di�erent molding techniques and introduced me to �nd molding materials I
have not been thinking about using before. In this chapter I will show some of the interpreted translations
26

Deirdre Janson-Smith, Earth’s restless surface, Natural History Museum 2008, p. 17

Representation: “The way that someone or something is shown or described. A sign, picture, model, etc. of something”,
Cambridge Dictionary, https://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/representation, read 17 January 2019

27

28

NE Nationalencyklopedin AB, https://www.ne.se/s%C3%B6k/?t=uppslagsverk&s=l%C3%A5ng&q=erosion, read December
2018
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developed from erosion studies and how they practically have been used in order to create form, with
functions. The two main geological processes I have been imitating are di�erent types of weathering, the part
of geology that deals with break down, or dissolving of mineral and rocks by water, acids, salts, plants,
animals, and changes in temperature. After weathering processes, erosion transports the converted materia
into new positions and places. In this way these processes act together. Weathering is divided into two main
actions; mechanical breakdown and chemical breakdown. It is also a fact that human activities can speed up
weathering,29 which also could be relevant to consider as a method in the form-actions of this project.
Mechanical breakdown is a process that cause e�ect in the structure of a material but not its chemical
composition. Examples of this in nature are thermal expansion caused when pressure decrease which makes a
material reform or split. Wind pressure is another example that makes material change position such as
Árbol de Piedra which is mentioned in the beginning of the text.
Because the mechanical weathering process is about re-arranging material and its external positions I have
been exploring molding in sand due to di�erent exposing forces, such as air pressure in dry sand, air pressure
in wet sand, and pressure caused by the human body. Another way I have been exploring mechanical
breakdown in molding is to re-cast in the same sand mold, over and over again. By doing this, I suggest a
form that, from each molding, transform to be more and more a result caused by the sand structure itself. I
�nd this method rewarding because the form becomes very much about the exposed material and the way
the forms from each molding relates to one another says alot about the material, the sand in this case, and its
internal structure and construction properties.
This method has also been rewarding in order to challenge the form to create the function rather than the
other way around. This method consist both of controlled acts as well as uncontrolled ones, which makes
the formation able to speak louder than the functioned desired. At the same time, because the form evolves
step by step it also allows the creator (me) to decide when the process should stop or evolve in order to a
desired result.
Chemical breakdown, or weathering adjust the chemicals that compose the exposed material so that the
material change properties, diminishes or dissolves completely. Examples of this in nature are Carbonation,
carbonic acid in water reacting with, and breaks down a material. This phenomenon could be seen in water
�lled caves. Rust is another example of chemical weathering. When it comes to my own interpretation of the
process I have been working with cellular plastic exposed to acetone which makes the plastic melt and
dissolve. The forms molded from this process has some practical allocates even though it is highly toxic. The
allocates is that the plastic that remain after the exposure is of solid material and thereby leaves the possibility
to mold the negative into positive form, layer by layer. By doing the layer by layer technique, it supports an
ability to build bigger scale objects.30 Another material I have been working with is ice exposed to heat. An
interesting material because of the fact that it is a material de�ned by its temperature. The process of
working with ice appeared to have a scale that became di�cult to scale up, and I found it di�cult to �nd a
rewarding balance between control and chance. I will get closer to the ice and the topic of chance and
control in the following chapter.
“Certain kinds of air pollution increase the rate of weathering. Burning coal, natural gas, and petroleum releases chemicals such as
nitrogen oxide and sulfur dioxide into the atmosphere. When these chemicals combine with sunlight and moisture, they change into
acids. They then fall back to Earth as acid rain”, Recourse library Encyclopedic Entry, Weathering, National Geographic Society,
2018, https://www.nationalgeographic.org/encyclopedia/weathering/, read 26 December 2018
29

30

Jon Zamboni, Di�erence Between Chemical and Physical Weathering, Sciencing, 2018,
https://sciencing.com/di�erence-between-chemical-physical-weathering-5827944.html, read 26 December 2018
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Mechanical Breakdown in Sandstone, North Arkansas, 2014
Photo: Unknown
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https://arkansasgeological.wordpress.com/tag/weathering/
downloaded April 18 2019

3.3 Method
In this project I am investigating in the ability to imitate one, or more erosional processes in a design method
for creating furniture -or maybe, furniture-like sculptures. The following chapter will guide you through the
method I am developing at its current state. This method is constructed in a way so that it’s sequences and
hierarchies constantly can change. Like in natural erosion, all the steps in this method are depending on each
other which, for full used potential of exploration, demands an agile structure. There are hierarchies
between the relation of di�erent forces in nature, so in the relation between form and function. This
hierarchies are also found between the individual, the society and the environment. I believe that in order to
understand consequences of a process, it’s important to understand every part of it. How every part works,
and why it is important for the whole process. Worth to mention might be my choice of names in this
method: the script, directing material, acting force, lines and translator -initially referring to �lm. I have never
worked with �lm and someone who does might consider this synonym banal, but for me it helps to seek how
the hierarchies can change and in�uence one another. As you all might think: a good script can be conceived
bad if the translator makes a poor job. On the next page you �nd an illustrated version of this method
followed by more deepened explanation of each step.

Components created in sand developed by varies forces (wind, water and body pressure), Scaned renderings by Kajsa Melchior
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Method sheet at current stage, 2019
Image by Kajsa Melchior

Directing material & Acting force
At the core of this method there are one stage called ‘directing materials’ and ‘acting forces’. These two, as
mentioned above, are not more important than any other levels of this process but they do play key roles in
the practical development. They also depend completely on one another. A directing material could be
whatever material that could be exposed to any force. In this project so far, I have been exploring ice, plastic
and sand before the investigation deepend into be all about sand.
The di�erent materials chosen as directing material will all need di�erent forces to act upon them. As I
mentioned earlier about weathering, there are two main divisions: the mechanical breakdown and the
chemical breakdown. Ice is special in the way that it is a material based on its temperature. Ice is always 0
degrees. It can’t be cooler, nore hotter. For this matter a great acting force to ice is temperature. I’ve been
exploring ice exposed to 60 degrees wax, 270 degrees tinn and up to 2700 degrees of glass. The tests were
complex and even if all of them were fun, I found wax to be the most rewarding acting force to ice. The
meeting between the 0 degrees ice and the 60 degrees vax made beautiful structures, reminding of lava stone
and the experiments made it easy to understand how the hot lava once was bursting out from the ground
and made such wavy structures in the coole stones underneath. Tinn and ice was a combination hard to
control, and also a bit dangerous since the water from the melting ice was exploding in contact with the
metal. This restricted me to work with small scale tests. Glass and ice met nicely and calm, but the
temperature from the glass made it di�cult to control the shape of the ice at all. The work with ice was
rewarding in many ways but I found it too hard to, in a good amount of time for this project, �nd a good
expression level between the ice and the exposing temperature. Either the temperature was too low which
made the ice speak louder than the acting force, or the temperature was too high which on the other hand
resulted in the directing material expressing itself too little.
I continued the investigation by working with plastic. This phase became short because of it’s toxicness. The
investigation with plastic as directing force is a good example from mimicking chemical breakdown. Plastic,
made from human to resist almost anything, can not be exposed successfully to much other than acids. The
reactions between plastic and acid was interesting and I would like to follow up on that investigation later on
when there is more time to read properly about how that can be done without too much damage.
After the tests with both ice and plastic I turned to sand. Sand is a material I have been working with before
and which I really enjoy. To work with sand, a material structure known from before, gave the project a push
forward. I am happy for all the trial and errors the project’s early stage gave me, they have all been important
in order to compose the method and to understand all the staged and hierarchies. What the sand, and my
knowledge from the material, brought to the project was a push into the actual form seeking. A part of the
project that is highly important in order to communicate and to evaluate the di�erent stages and materials
used. Sand is a directing material that has many potentially successful acting forces to collaborate with. The
main three I have been focusing on is air pressure, water movement and bodily exposure. This process is a
�ctive example of mechanical breakdown. Even though the choice of working with only sand was a
restriction, I have found the subject huge. Di�erent types of sand has shown to give great e�ects on the
expression in form as well as how it is treated and then exposed. Working with sand as directing material
exposed to forces such mentioned above, is rewarding because it is easy to �nd a balance between the
expressions made from both the sand and its exposure at the same time. In almost every form made, if you
look closely, you can see traces from the sand, but also from water drops, movement of wind or �ngers.
When form and material are capable to increase each other’s expression, I �nd them successful no matter
how “ugly” or “beautiful” they might be.
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The Lines
The lines are found on top of the method sheet and foremost they play an activating role. The lines could be
anything, really. Its being is connected to its intended outcome, but they can also be seen as limitation or
chance. One could argue that this level could be seen as a recipe. Depending on who the designer are as a
creator, I guess, it’s either there to guide your testing by instructing you, or simply to make you deconstruct.
The lines I have been using in this project so far consist of two simple forms: One constructional element
and one surface: my limitations in order to make furniture, or furniture-like objects.
The translator
The translator is the most controlled level. Here, forms in there original stage are translated into materials
according to how each form are supposed to be used or experienced. The translator, as the name might
suggest plays an important role when it comes to communication, as in reading and understanding of form
and object. So far I have been working mostly with a composite material called Jesmonite AC730. Jesmonite
AC730 consists of water based acrylics combined with stone minerals which gives the material an expression
that goes well with the forms molded in sand as the sand structure follows into the translation from the
original.The stone minerals found in this type of Jesmonite also gives the material colouring. I have been
working much with Jesmonite blended with stones from Bath and Bianco Carrara from Italy. I have also
elaborated with a type blended with coal.
The script
The script is not really a level but can be described as the ability of each form to evolve. The script is, as John
Cage said about his work in 1989, “not about what an object should be, but what it could be”.31 Chance and
control is a subject relevant for all this practical investigation. I would not describe my work to be about
‘chance’ even though this method certainly, and highly intentionally is designed to allow for di erent sorts
and levels of control. I would dare to argue that, at least from my perspective, the topic of chance in design
and art are as complex as the topic of chance in nature. In Swedish the word chance is called ”slump”. If you
look that word up in an english dictionary it is described as “accident” as well as “opportunity”.32 That
distinction adds, in my opinion, to the illustration of the words complexity. According the author Eugene
Von Koonin chance in biology is strongly linked to history, time and needs for functions. In his book ‘The
logic of chance’ he writes “The evolution of life is largely a stochastic process based on historical
contingency, substantially constrained by various requirements for the maintenance of basic biological
organization, and modulated by adaptation.33 The matter of chance should, in this investigation, be seen as a
possibility to discover unpredictable forms and expressions rather than inviting of accidents.

31

SDS (Superduperstudio), Chance as a tool for design, june 19 2017,
https://superduperstudio.co/blog/2017/6/19/chance-as-a-tool-for-design, read 21 May 2019
32

Slump, Bab.la, https://sv.bab.la/lexikon/svensk-engelsk/slump, read 18 April 2019
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Eugene V. Koonin, The Logic of Chance: The Nature and Origin of Biological Evolution, Postmodern state of biology, FT Press;
1 edition, September 10, 2011, p. 397
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Texture detail 01
Sand exposed to water pressure

Texture detail 02
Sand exposed to wind pressure
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Texture detail 03
Sand exposed to body pressure

4. COLLECTION
Shutter Speed - Form, function and symbolism in furniture design, ctive erosion and social
expectations
In this project I am investigating in the ability to imitate one, or more erosional processes in a design method
for creating furniture -or maybe, furniture-like sculptures. What’s presented in this chapter should not be
seen as a �nished proposal, but rather as one stage of an ongoing investigation. An investigation of the
relations between form, function and symbolism and about how one might be able to invite other �elds of
science to art and design processes, in this case geology. The collection I am presenting as a collection are
forms, developed in sand by various methods inspired by mechanical breakdown processes in weathering.
The composed forms could be seen as sculptures with more or less bene�cial characteristics for acting as
furniture. They could also be seen as furniture, depending on what functions you claim to need in an
inhabited space.
The collection shown here is developed by di�erent mechanical breakdown processes from sand exposed to
wind pressure, water and human actions. The original of all forms in the collection are made from plaster,
cured in sand before translated into Jesmonite. After this stage all the composed forms has been constructed
in di�erent ways depending on di�erent aspects. I will get into this by describing each piece presented a bit
closer.
The stool-like sculptures, one light made from Jesmonite composed by Bath stone and another one made
from Jesmonite composed by coal which causes a darker appearance. The sculptures are young but I can
already see how the form made from coal is starting to shift in colour. All parts in the composed sculptures
are all developed separately in order to keep a lower weight. This method is new to me since I earlier explored
solid molding, which can be restrictive when working in big scale. The part-making method is good for
keeping lower weight but gives another challenge: the challenge of joints. The stool-like sculptures are put
together in two di�erent ways. One with steel hinges, hidden with new layers of Jesmonite. The other one is
composed only by glue and Jesmonite. Because the forms are molded in exposed sand they all get one �at
surface which I, in di�erent ways, invite to the composed objects. In the stool-like sculptures I like how the
�at surfaces breaks the natural appearance by communicating man-made. I also consider the issue of gravity,
caused by the interaction between the moulded and �at surfaces rewarding to the �nal composed forms
because they gives an appearance of arti�cial gravity. A lopsidedness that might generate re�ections of how
the form was made. In the stool-like sculptures I have combined all the developing techniques. One “leg” is
developed by wind, one from water and another from body pressure.
Another composed object I have explored and added to the collection is a pendant light �xture. In this one I
chose to work with one repeated form. I wanted to experiment on how the appearance of the forms are
experienced when replicated. The repeated form in this sculpture is made from body exposure in order to
increase the issue of mass production caused by machines. The parts are glued together with glue and
Jesmonite, so far only prototyped by the coal Jesmonite. In addition to the light �xture I wanted to develop
the idea of separating the di�erent expressions from the developing in separated objects. The aim here was to
explore if the concept could be told more clear, or di�erently, by staying consequent to its development
method. This investigation is in the collection expressed in a series of table lamp �xtures. One of them are
composed by forms developed from sand and water, another from sand exposed to wind pressure and the
last one is developed from sand exposed to the human body. These lamps sculptures are relatively small
which make them easy to join only with glue. In this pieces I decided to add steel as a bearing structure in
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order to try how the material (sand translated in Jesmonite) is experienced when encountering another
material. I wanted to explore whether the added material could act submittal to the form and expression, or
diminishing. As shown in the collection I think the steel in this case makes a good job to submittal the
softness and delicateness in the sculptures. As well as my opinion regarding the stool like sculptures I nd
the steel, in a rewarding way, act as an interruption of the otherwise quite earthy appearance.
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The Collection, 2019
Scanned and rendered prototypes by Kajsa Melchior
Prototypes casted in sand by various exposure such as wind, water and body. Prototypes are translated
into Jesmonite for better durabillity.
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The Collection, Details, 2019
Scanned and rendered prototypes by Kajsa Melchior
Prototypes casted in sand by various exposure such as wind, water and body. Prototypes are translated
into Jesmonite for better durabillity.
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Wind erosion table Lamp, prototype 2019
Conceptual collage by scanned and rendered prototype by Kajsa Melchior
Prototype casted in sand by wind exposure and translated into Jesmonite for better durabillity.
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5. CONCLUSION
Shutter Speed - Form, function and symbolism in furniture design, ﬁctive erosion and social expectations, is a
speculative project with a design critical approach that investigates in the borderland between furniture and
sculpture, fact and �ction, and the social expectations those encountering can generate.
In this project I have been investigating in the ability to imitate one, or more erosional processes in a design
method for creating furniture -or maybe, furniture-like sculptures. In this following chapter I will conclude
and re�ect upon this projects content so far, as well as how this investigation will be continued.
5.1 Form, function & symbolism
As written earlier in this essay, the de�nitions of the words form, function and symbolism triggers me to
speculate about many important topics in this artistic research project. In these de�nitions lies history,
hierarchies and valuation. All of them, according to me, essential subjects to tackle and to reason about
when it comes to creative thinking and innovation. ‘Form follows function’ as coined by the 20th century
modernist architect Louis Sullivan might seem simple at �rst glance, but what lies in that explanation is both
questions of sequences in the design process, as well as de�nition of well established but yet undeveloped
words to describe objects such as art pieces or furniture.
Form follows function is a principle associated with 20th-century modernist architecture and industrial
design which says that the shape of a building or object should primarily relate to its intended function or
purpose.34 I �nd this philosophy interesting and it makes me wonder; if form can follow function, would
not function be as capable to fallow form?
I believe that materials can guide design processes as well as human can. What we need to create are methods
that allows the involved materials to express themselves without us losing control of it. The notion of
function is of course highly relevant in a discussion of the relation between form and function. According to
dictionaries function can be described as “the natural purpose of something”.35 This makes me speculate if
knowledge could be a function? Maybe far-fetched but think of it: If we see knowledge as a function, the
idea of letting material guide design processes could be a key to spread knowledge about for example
resources and production, a topic that is more relevant today than ever before even though it’s still highly
ignored.
Following text is a deepened re�ection about form, function and symbolism from my point of view as a
student at Konstfack. The text derives from my own experience as well as theoretical knowledge from
historical colleagues, and re�ections made from contemporary practitioners that might seem to work with
these subjects in di�erent ways.
Let’s for a moment get back to the above mentioned de�nition saying “the shape of a building or object
should primarily relate to its intended function or purpose” (see note 34). Modernist architecture might be
associated with mixed use of asymmetrical cubic and cylindrical shapes, �at roofs and absence of
34
Guggenheim, Social Studies, Architecture/ design, https://www.guggenheim.org/arts-curriculum/topic/form-follows-function,
read March 25, 2019
35

Cambridge Dictionary, https://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/function, read January 2019
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ornamentation which creates a simpli�ed look compared to previous heavily decorated styles. Le Corbusier’s
description of a house as “a machine for living” might seem to be a well illustrated description of the style of
modernist architecture.36 But in this somehow clear vision I �nd layers of interesting complications. As
modernist architect Frederick Kiesler reasoned (see note 26) in his early career “form follows vision” one
might reason whether Kiesler considered vision to be a function, or an antagonism to function? One of
Kiesler’s arguments for the derived shape of ‘Endless House’ was based on a lighting proposal to enable light
in every corner of the building. He wanted all ends to meet in the house as he thought them to do in real
life.37 Whatever Frederick Kiesler himself thought about the de�nition of function, I would dare to argue
that at least his project ‘Endless House’ was built because he put the experience of the built architecture
before its constructional limitations. When it comes to objects and modernism the subject of symbolism
becomes interesting, according to me, because of its being of application. A tea kettle is designed to pour tea.
The designed object surely consist of a container for the tea itself, a pipe to pour the tea from into another
object and most certainly there is also a handle somewhere in order to enable lifting and pouring. Another
layer that goes into these physical functions is the function of symbolism. The reading or understanding of
the object, also called design semiotics. Considering this argument while repeating the above mentioned
description that “the shape of a building or object should primarily relate to its intended function or
purpose” might trigger, at least it does to me, a thought of how this tea kettle should look like. One object
that might be interesting to study while doing this speculation about form, function and symbolism is
Bauhaus Marianne Brandt’s Cocktail Shaker from 1925.38 By looking at this design the complexity of form,
function and symbolism becomes clear to me. In one way I can see how the form completely follows its
function, even though they might appear following in such great extent that it at the same time might
appear counterproductive. The forms might be argued to take over the reading of their intentional function.
The designs by the Memphis Group is another case interesting to study for this subject. The Memphis group
might seem to have designed objects that are clearly forms followed by their function. The Bell Air Chair is
one example. The “legs” are clearly put in place to give the chair its desired function, but it might be
interesting to reason whether the “legs” are decorative rather than functional, or the other way around?
Whether the content of this project belongs to the arts, or design or architecture is not important to me.
Sometimes it might seem to be a division between form and function, where function belongs to design and
architecture, while form -at least in its purity, belongs to the �ne arts. To me, the matter of form and
function is equally important in all of the mentioned �elds, the division should rather be placed in the
meaning of form and function. In order to reach a situation that enables innovative and free reasoning about
the meaning of form and function -within any of the �elds belonging to the arts, a borderless situation
between the di�erent �elds could be pro�table. Whether the stool-like objects I have designed during this
investigation, for example, are able to sit on or not is not the most important for the object. What has been
important to me though is the symbolism of being a stool. Because when an object reminds of another
object, I believe the reader automatically starts to give the object properties connected to their earlier
experiences. To generate thought of �tting or mis�tting properties is what activates an object, and what then
perhaps can enable learning and curiosity.
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Lenmak, Architecture/ Modernism, The evolution of modernist architecture and its impact on the 21st century, December 12,
2017, https://www.lenmak.com/evolution-modernism-architecture/, read February 07 2018
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Megan Sveiven, Arch Daily, AD Classics Endless House/ Frederick Kiesler, 11 april 2011
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Brooklyn Museum, Collection, Cocktail Shaker Anonimo model 90021,
https://www.brooklynmuseum.org/opencollection/objects/160037, read December 22 2018
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5.2 Re ections
When I look at formations in nature I �nd it thrilling to reason weather a sandstone rock, for example,
sculptured by wind erosion over millions of years is a form followed by function, or a function followed by
form. Erosion is where I �nd most of my inspiration when it comes to methods and materials. Forms
sculpted by erosion are so straightforward results of spatial elements we all can feel and share, such as wind,
water and temperature.
Design, as a contributive cause to consumption and mass-production can be argued to be one notable drop
to the escalating stream of global e�ects that has been noticeable over the last decades. Even so, the issues are
largely ignored. One reason could be the fact that humanity thrifts further and further away from the origin
of making and the resources used as the industries grows bigger. One example to illustrate the point is to
look at a screw. Screws are made from sand molding, but if that wasn’t known I dare to argue that no one
would ever guess that sand was the most signi�cant element in the production. This observation could be
one issue that aggravates individual understanding of the concern between ‘cause and e�ect’.
Cause and e�ect are two linked topics that might be considered highly important in the development of
future production techniques in design. By studying erosional processes in nature, where this interaction is
constantly present helps me to include the relation between cause and e�ect in my design practise.
In a further development of this project I will explore how to invite time as a more visible actor to the
concept. One way of doing this could be to add time to the design method as ‘wear’. Wear by human and
environmental usage. To let the exposure-act revisit the method when sculptures are composed in order to
re�ect upon the notion of quality even further. How an object falls apart, such as weathering, are probably
as rewarding to study on a component level, as on a molecular level.
As humanity are heading into big changes due to recourse limitations, questions of production and
consumption will continue to increase. Time is an essential subject to erosion but so also to �ctive erosion as
it touch upon many important conceptual topics relevant to design. Examples of this are the notions of
‘quality’ but also the importance of design innovation for future solutions. In the continuation of this
project I will keep exploring how to communicate this knowledge and investigation to others through the
forms i create inspired by erosional processes. As I believe art has a certain power to communicate knowledge
in a pedagogical, yet poetic way I �nd it highly important to keep challenging methods for how to pass on
knowledge through space and objects. Knowledge such as alternative solutions for what quality humanity
will a�ord, when a million years has start to pass in a minute.
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Wind erosion stool, prototype 2019
Scanned and rendered prototype by Kajsa Melchior
Prototype casted in sand by wind exposure and translated into Jesmonite for better durabillity.
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